The Star-Spangled Banner
   Joel Fierberg conducting
   John Stafford Smith
   arr. by John Williams

In the Center Ring
   Richard Babcock conducting
   Robert Sheldon

Portrait of a City
   1. Skyline
   2. In Autumn
   3. Downtown
   Philip Sparke

Kilimanjaro—An African Portrait
   Robert Washburn

A Sousa Portrait
   Rev. Clayton Cobb narrator
   Robert E. Foster

INTERMISSION

A Copland Portrait
   Hal Bowers conducting
   Aaron Copland
   adapted by Clare Grundman

A Norman Rockwell Suite
   Richard Babcock conducting
   1. The Horseshoe Forging Contest
   2. Looking Out to Sea
   3. Gossips
   4. Four Freedoms
   William H. Hill!

Aesop's Fables
   Rev. Clayton Cobb narrator
   1. The Hare and the Tortoise
   2. The Boy Who Cried Wolf
   3. The Dog and the Bone
   4. The Wolf and His Shadow
   Scott Watson

Da Vincian Visions
   Larry Clark

A Leroy Anderson Portrait
   Leroy Anderson
   arr. by James Barnes